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Section
Number

Sub-Section
Number

RFP Text

2.10 Manual /
Documentation->
Data Migration
Data Migration

Ebix Query

Answers
Will there be data migration in case of existing
system version upgrade for Loan Management.
If the RFP proposal is for exiting LAS LMS
System version upgrade will there be Data
Yes. Existing database is
Migration
SQL
The application can be deployed centrally can
be accessed by associates and group
companies.

2

The proposed solution/application
at offices of the Company and other
locations within the Company or its
4.3 Deployment of associates, group companies
LASS
depending on the proposed solution

Considering that system can be accessed and
used by associate companies and group
companies. Does this demat multiple instance
of the solution. That one each instance of d
Deployed instance for each group companies?

Application should be
deployed centrally only.
No need of multiple
instance of the solution to
be deployed

4.7 Database

1. The Company intends to have
application which runs preferably on
MY-SQL for which the company has Will Microsoft SQL Server /Oracle Database be Microsoft SQL is
full use license.
considered?
preferable

4.15 Testing

3. The Company expects the test
environment to be available to the
Company at all times, for the
purpose of testing.

3

4

Is the Bidder Expect to provide UAT
enviroment?

Yes.

5

4.15 Testing

4. The Bidder is expected to provide
access to the company employees
to its test and development
infrastructure. The Company plans
to use the testing environment
throughout the period of the
Is the Bidder Expect to provide UAT
contract.
enviroment?

Submission deadline to be extended by 10 Feb As published the last date
2020. As we need to submit the proposal in
for submission of bid is
hard copy + soft copy ( in CD/DVD).
30.1.2020

6

7
4.7 Database

1. Database [ Section 4.7 : The
Company intends to have
Will Oracle DB also be considered.
application which runs preferably on
MY-SQL for which the company has
full use license ]

3. The Company expects the test
environment to be available to the
Company at all times, for the
purpose of testing.
8

Yes

Section
4.15

Point 3 and 4

Microsoft SQL is
preferable

Is the vendor expected to have the UAT
Environment/server at the vendor's premise or
At IFIN premises
4. The Bidder is expected to provide IFIN will have the UAT server at their own
access to the company employees premise
to its test and development
infrastructure. The Company plans
to use the testing environment
throughout the period of the
contract.

